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The problem of the diffraction of an electromagnetic wave by a half plane with 
different face impedances is dealt with, following a rigorous approach based on the 
[L; (iw)], theory of systems of Wiener-Hopf equations with piecewise continuous 
presymbols. The corresponding operator is defined in spaces of physically 
admissible solutions, the Sobolev spaces H%+(R) x Hz_,(R) for a> f. and its 
Fredholm characteristics are determined. For : <cc < 1 it is shown that the 
operators are invertible and their inverses are calculated. In the final section the 
inverse of a related operator presented by Meister and Speck is also obtained. 
ii 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of the scattering of a plane wave by a half plane with 
different face impedances was treated for the first time by Maliuzhinetz in 
1959. Meanwhile it has been recognized that the corresponding boundary 
value problem for the Helmholtz equation leads to a pair of coupled 
Wiener-Hopf equations that remained unsolvable until 1975, when Hurd 
[4] introduced the so-called Wiener-Hopf-Hilbert method and exemplified 
its application with the problem referred to above. In 1981, Hurd and 
Przezdziecki [S] reexamined the problem more carefully and in 1984, 
Liineburg and Hurd [6], using the ideas of Daniele [2] solved again the 
problem, now by a matrix function-theoretic factorization technique. 
The aim of the present paper is to propose a new and rigorous approach 
to the study of the problem, using the theories available for systems of 
Wiener-Hopf equations in [L,(R + )I, (see, for instance, [ 1, 81). Specili- 
tally, we start by establishing the equivalence between the boundary value 
problem and a system of pseudodifferential equations. The solution is 
sought in the Sobolev-space H&(R) x H --+1,2(R), the space of physically 
admissible solutions (see [3]). However, once the problem is reduced to 
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[L’ (R)lZ. it is seen that the symbol of the corresponding Wiener--Hopf 
operator is 2-singular (see, for instance, [ 1 or Xl), i.e., the operator so 
defined is not a Fredholm operator. However, this is not the case if we take 
the solutions in H,+(IW)xH: ,(R), n/2<cc<(n+1)/2 (n a positive 
integer) that are also spaces of physically admissible solutions. In this 
setting we obtain in Section 3 the equivalent operator in [LT (R)]? and in 
the subsequent section we succeed in calculating the generalized factoriza- 
tion of the presymbol, thus obtaining in particular, for 4 < c( < 1, the 
inverse operator. 
Another approach has been suggested by Meister and Speck in [7], 
modifying the original operator, by introducing what they call the com- 
patibility condition, in order to obtain a non-singular symbol. In Section 5 
we complete this procedure since we are able to perform the generalized 
canonical factorization of the presymbol. Finally we note that during the 
writing of this paper we received a preprint [ 111 in which general Sommer- 
feld diffraction problems with third kind boundary conditions are con- 
sidered. However, in what concerns the present problem the authors only 
show that the modified Wiener-Hopf operator is Fredholm with zero index 
(see [ 11, Theorem 4.21) leaving out the question of operator invertibility 
as well as the actual computation of the inverse. 
2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
Let us begin by considering the direct differential formulation of the 
diffraction problem for the half plane with different face impedances as a 
boundary value problem for the Helmholtz equation. 
The edge of the screen is chosen to coincide with the z-axis and the half 
plane is located at y = 0, x 3 0. The incident electric field, E, = vie, (e, 
denotes the z-unit vector), is assumed to be parallel to the edge of the half 
plane. The diffracted electric field will then be expressed in terms of a scalar 
potential cp(x, y) by E= cpe,. The function cp satisfies the Helmholtz 
equation 
Aq+k*cp=O, y#O (2.1) 
where k is the free space wave number. We suppose yet that the medium 
is dissipative, that is, 
Imk>O (2.2) 
Denoting by s, = k sin d,, j = 1, 2, the face impedances with 0 < dj < n/2, 
cp must satisfy the impedance boundary conditions 
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= -2 (x, 0) f is,cp,(x, O), x>O, j= 1,2. (2.3) 
The continuity relations are 
cp(x,0+)-cp(x,0-)=0, x < 0 (2.4) 
2 (x, 0 + ) - 2 (x, 0 - ) = 0, x<o (2.5 1 
and the radiation condition is 
,,!,iT, cp(x, Y) = 05 XER. (2.6) 
Remark. In what follows we shall always assume s, fs,. Indeed, if 
S, =s2 we are led to a scalar problem, already study in [7]. 
If cp and ‘pi are distributions depending on the parameter y the following 
mathematical formulation of the problem arises: 
PROBLEM 1. To determine a temperate distribution cp( ., y) E 9”(R) 
depending on the real parameter y which satisfies the Helmholtz equation 
(2.1) for every y # 0 and verifies the boundary conditions (2.3) to (2.6), the 
limits being understood in the sense of distributions. 
We are going to derive the equivalent Wiener-Hopf formulation for this 
problem. To this end let us introduce two auxiliary distributions cp: and 
q: with supports contained in R + and replace conditions (2.4) and (2.5) 
by 
cp(x,o+)-~cp(x,o-)=cp:(x), suppcp: clR+ (2.7) 
-&x,0+)+i~(X,0-)=-(P:(X), 
aY aY 
supp cp; C R +. (2.8 
Using the Fourier transformation 9 in Y’(R) it is easily seen that if 40 
is a solution of the Helmholtz equation its Fourier transform @( ,, y)= 
(.S$cp)( ., y) satisfies 
[ 
1 1 + i/T(m) > @(w, Y)= +~@:(w)+2P(o)@:(~) e- 1 ) ~20, (2.9) 
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where @,’ = .B (p,’ , ,j = I. 2, and 
/3(w) = (k’- (0’)’ 2 (2.10) 
in which the branch is chosen so that Im b(w) >O for WE R in order to 
garantee that condition (2.6) is satisfied. 
Now, using the impedance conditions (2.3) and letting f;, j= 1, 2, be 
distributions on R + given by 
.f; = rc -~,%LO)+i~(.,O) , 1 j= I,2 (2.11) 
the following system of pseudodifferential equations is obtained, 
r(Y-‘G*cp+)=f, (2.12) 
where r denotes the operator of restriction to R +, cp + = [Iv,, cp21T, f = 
Cfi 3 f*lT, and G is the matrix function 
1 
[ 
SI +P 1 + .y,lB 
G=2 -(s2 +p) 1 +s*/p 1 (2.13) 
which is already well known (see [2, 4-61). 
PROBLEM 2. Given a vector distribution f on R + to determine a vector 
distribution cp + E [Y’(R)] z with supp cp + c R + which satisfies the system 
of pseudodifferential equations (2.12). 
It is easy to prove the following: 
THEOREM 2.1. Problems 1 and 2 are equivalent, i.e., if cp is a solution 
to Problem 1 then cp + satisjbing (2.12) is a solution to Problem 2, and, 
reciprocally, to each solution cp + of Problem 2 there corresponds a unique cp 
that is a solution to Problem 1 and whose Fourier transform is given by (2.9). 
Having established the above theorem we shall now concentrate our 
attention on Problem 2. However, we have yet an excessively general 
setting for the analysis of existence and uniqueness of the solution to be 
feasible. So, we begin by looking for the natural functional spaces for the 
problem. Following [3], we want to determine the spaces of physically 
admissible solutions, i.e., spaces X of temperate (vector) distributions with 
support in R + for which the energy associated with the potential cp 
corresponding to each element of X is finite in every bounded region Sz of 
R2 and such that if Eq. (2.12) has a solution in X, it is unique. 
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Using exactly the same procedure as in [3], starting from Eq. (2.9) and 
imposing the finite energy condition 
we are led to the following conclusion: the energy stored in the diffracted 
,field is finite zf and only if the boundary functions cp ,+ and cp: belong to 
H t,(R) and H ?,,2(R), respectively. 
Notation. H,(R), LYE R, denotes the usual Sobolev space of distribu- 
tions $ such that 9$(w) = (CO’+ 1) (a’2)F(‘(o) for FELT, with 111~11, = 
II FII Lz!. By Hz (R) we mean the closed subspaces of H,(R) whose elements 
have supports in R *. We shall represent by H,(R + ) the subspace of 
sP’(R + ) whose elements f have an extension lfto R that belongs to H,(R); 
this space is isomorphic to the quotient space H,(R)/H; (R) endowed with 
the quotient norm. In what follows we shall also use the conventions: H,, 
Hz stand for H,(R) and Hz(R), respectively. When dealing with 
products of two equal spaces we shall write [H,12 instead of H, x H,. 
So, we begin by regarding Eq. (2.12) as defining the following pseudo- 
differential operator 
%,,:H;, xH+,,, -+ IX-,/,(~+)I, 
&,2’p+ =r(8-‘G*cp+) 
(2.14) 
which is easily seen to be a bounded linear operator for the usual product 
topology. 
It is worthwhile noting that this operator is contained in the class 
considered by Speck, Hurd, and Meister in [ 111. They have shown that for 
the case where G is the matrix considered above, the operator &,= is not 
Fredholm (indeed, its range is not closed). We shall concentrate on this 
question in the next sections, where we are able to find spaces of physically 
admissible solutions. 
It is obvious that every subspace of H G2 x H +,,2 is a space of finite 
energy. So, it makes sense to consider, for c( > i, the bounded linear 
operator 
Z: H,t x H,+_, + CH,-1(R+)]2 
XIcp’ = r(g-‘G * cp’) 
(2.15) 
and to investigate the Fredholm properties of Xa in order to determine the 
values of GI for which the domain of Xz is a space of physically admissible 
solutions, i.e., for which the operator XX is injective or even invertible. 
409.140/2-14 
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3. REDUCTION TO [Lt12 AND FREDHOLM PROPERTIES 
with 
D,+(o)=(k+c~)“~‘diag[(k+c~)~, 11 (3.6) 
Dx+(~)=(k-o)~(‘+‘)I, (3.7) 
where I is the identity matrix and (k + w)+(+ ‘) for a non-integer c( have 
branch cuts Tt = {ZEC z= T(k+io), 0 > 01, respectively. It is readily 
seen that the operators so defined are invertible. 
We have the following result: 
We begin by showing that for real CI the operator Xi defined by (2.15) 
can be factorized in such a way that the equation 
xxcp+ =f (3.1 1 
withcp+EH,t xH:-,, f E [H, ~ r (R + )] 2 can be replaced by an equivalent 
equation in [L$12. 
For this purpose, let us introduce some notation. We denote by B’ the 
orthogonal projection of [,&I2 onto [L: I2 defined by 
Y+‘W(t)=v(t)h( &t) (3.2) 
for almost every t E R, where h denotes the Heaviside unit step function. 
SZ+ will represent convolution operators with symbols D,, defined by 
THEOREM 3.1. For real c( the operator Xx defined by (2.15) admits the 
representation 
x2 =Jd- ~~.diX,, (3.8) 
where the operators J$, and d,- defined by 
4, =%+ IH;~H; I:Hz+ xH,+-, -C&+1, (3.9) 
4. =r% IcL;~2: CL?12 + CH, 
are invertible and the operator TX, 
z: cJ%+ I* -+ L-L: 12 
rye+ =p+(F-‘G, * w+ 2 
l(R + )I2 (3.10) 
(3.11 )
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is a Wiener-Hopf operator with presymbol G, given by 
G, = D,--’ G D;,! . 
Proof: Using (2.15) and denoting by 9: H, x H, 
convolution operator defined by 
C!?~I=P’G~~I, 
we have 
(3.12) 
-, CH,- ,I2 the 
It remains to prove that SZ~- and J&+ are invertible operators. For C~X +
it is easily seen that 
For & we shall show that 
d,--’ =9+9-‘1 a- 1 
where I: [H,- i( R + )I2 + [Hz- iI2 is an extension operator. To prove the 
equality above we start by showing that & is injective. In fact, if 
cp+ E [L:], is an element of Kerd%,_ then there exists cp- E [H,,], 
such that 
so 
since 9;: cp ~ E [L, I2 and [L: I2 n [L; I2 = (0). 
Let f be any function in [H,_,(R+)], and define If as an extension of 
f belonging to [H,- i]*. Then 
r9x_vf =f 
if and only if there exists w ~ E [H gP- ,I2 such that 
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from which it follows that 
which gives the expression for the inverse of .nl, since L2%-! If c [L,12 for 
any IfE [H, 112. 1 
The following proposition is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1. 
COROLLARY 3.2. For real c( let X, he the operator defined by (2.15). 
Then the equation (3.1) is equivalent to the equation in [L: I2 
Fx-,w’ =.d,‘f (fE Cff- ,(R + )I21 (3.13) 
with YX defined by (3.11), in the sense that there exists a one-to-one 
correspondence between the solutions of (3.1) and (3.13) given by 
yl+ =&&+cp+. (3.14) 
Hence we have reduced the study of the properties of the operator 2; to 
the study of the Wiener-Hopf operator FS in [L: I2 with presymbol 
where, for later convenience, we have denoted by fl+ the functions 
with branch cuts I-*. G, is a continuous matrix function on R with finite 
but different limits at + co, henceforth denoted by G,( & co), respectively. 
Then we may use some known results for Wiener-Hopf operators in 
[Lj+ I2 with piecewise continuous presymbols on &! = R u {CC } (see, for 
instance, [S]). In particular, defining the symbol G,(o, p) on ti x [0, l] by 
G,(o), OER 
[G,(-co-G,(o~)]p+G~(cc), o=a,pE[O, l] 
(3.16) 
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from the results of [l, S] it is easily shown that the Fredholm property of 
Yz is equivalent to 
det G,(oA p) # 0, (wkfix co, 11 (3.17) 
which means that G, is %-non-singular. 
THEOREM 3.3. For real CI let FE be the Wiener-Hopf operator defined by 
(3.11) with presymbol G, given by (3.15). Then Yx is a Fredholm operator if 
and only zf 
cr~R\{r:r=~,ninteger}. 
Proof We want to prove that 
det G,(w, p) # 0 hwL)EQX co, 11 
if and only if CI is a real number such that 
a # n/2, n integer. 
After some trivial computations we obtain 
det G,(w ~1 
i 
~(~)“‘-‘(l+$-J(l+$-J UER 
Ye= 
Jj C(1 -a)p+alC(l +a)p-al, w=qpE[O, l] 
with a = ei”‘22P I’. It is immediate to conclude that det G,(o, p) #O for 
o E R (recall that s, = k sin +4j, j= 1, 2). For w = co a straightforward 
computation shows that for p E [0, 1 ] we have 
(1 --a)p+a=Osp=i, cc=! neven 
2’ 
(1 +a)p-a=O*p=i, a=f.nodd 
which completes the proof. 1 
We note that by means of the factorization of the operator Xz 
established in Theorem 3.1, the last result implies that Xz is a Fredholm 
operator if and only if o! is a real number such that 
tl # n/2, n integer. 
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In particular, taking n = 1 we are led to the original operator .X’, z defined 
on H L x H +,i2 (see (2.14)) which is not a Fredholm operator, according 
to what we have already mentioned and what has been proved in [ 111. 
We shall see in the next section that, for i < SI < 1, NY is indeed an inver- 
tible operator which, in particular, implies that all the spaces Hz x H ,‘~ , , 
for c( > i, are in fact spaces of physically admissible solutions (because 
H$ x H& , c H g x Hz2 , , 2, > rz, and the injectivity property 
remains). However, for u 3 1, the operator XZ will be seen not to be surjec- 
tive or even Fredholm (in the countable number of cases determined 
above), and the defect number will be calculated. 
4. GENERALIZED FACTORIZATION AND INVERTIBILITY OF %CZ 
We begin this section by obtaining the inverse of the operator X%, for 
i < LY < 1, by means of Theorem 3.1 and the actual computation of the 
inverse of YX through the explicit calculation of the generalized canonical 
factorization of its presymbol G,. Indeed, it follows from the general theory 
of Wiener-Hopf operators in [L: I2 with piecewise continuous presymbols 
that the invertibility of YS is equivalent to the existence of the generalized 
canonical factorization of G, , i.e., the possibility of writing G, as 
G,=G,-G,,, (4.1) 
where 
(1) U/P: )GZ,! E C~(G+ )12x2, (l/B’)G:.! E C~“(G )12x1. 
(2) The operator 9&, defined by 
%gQ=G,; P+G,-:@ (4.2) 
is a densily defined operator having a continuous extension to [LZIZ 
(hereafter denoted by the same symbol). Here 
pt =gg+9-’ (4.3 1 
is the orthogonal projection of CL,], onto [9(L:)],. 
Once the generalized canonical factorization is obtained, the inverse 
operator of Y% is given by 
(see [l, 8, 111). 
Given a piecewise continuous non-singular matrix function in [L,,lZ x *, 
except for the triangular case, no systematic procedure is known to obtain 
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its generalized factorization. However, for a certain class of matrix 
functions, Daniele [2] has introduced a method to calculate a (function- 
theoretic) factorization that can possibly be, in many cases, a starting point 
to achieve the generalized factorization (see, for instance, [ 111). 
Although the presymbol G, does not belong to the class considered by 
Daniele, it can be split into factors so that the Daniele method can still be 
used. In fact, we note that 
G,=E,-DE,, (4.5) 
with 
E, 
s2 -s1 Za 
=-+-- 
[ 
31 
1 
32 
Ea+ =,,-2f, 8”_] (4.7) 
and D is a matrix of Daniele’s form given by 
where 
D= 
1 
SIT 
1 
-“‘B 
pL.- ( 2Sl s2 s1 +s, Jr- 32 -s1 > B . 
(4.6) 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
Applying the results of Daniele [2] and Rawlins [9] we split D in the 
form 
D=D,D,, (4.10) 
where D,, D, are continuous matrix function on [w holomorphically 
extendable into the lower/upper half plane, respectively, given by 
Du,, = (8, )“2 1 ’ (4’11) 
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where g+ are the Wiener-Hopf factors of the function g belonging to the 
extended Wiener algebra W. 
defined by 
.!T=g g+, (4.12) 
g=detD=l-y’=- (s;y;;)2 (1 +:)(1+;) (4.13) 
(see [lo] for the explicit formulas of g, ), and t + are the projections of ? 
in the subalgebras I@* = 9(L: ), given by 
r=-l-ln l+Y 
B -=I- +f+, 
(4.14) 
where for the logarith.mic function we take any branch holomorphic in a 
region that contains the closure of the image of (1 + y(o))( 1 - y(w)) ’ for 
real w. Now we proceed to calculate the above additive decomposition of 
t. For convenience we write t in the form 
1 
l=p_ln ( > 
-3 +llnu 
s, pm 
with 
(4.16) 
Noting that t is a holomorphic function in the strip IIm z[ < Im k it 
follows that t + is holomorphically extendable into the half plane Im z > 
-Im k and 
Imz> -1mk. (4.17) 
Next we establish a differential equation for t + . Taking derivatives on both 
sides of the previous equation and integrating by parts, we obtain 
=qj& Cf+(z)-t+(k)l+u+(z), Imz> -1mk 
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with 
1 u’ 
v+ =- 
p+ ( ) -- /L u ) $(sl -s2) A ($1 +m* +B)’ 
Thus, in particular, for real o, we have 
1 
~+b)=t+(k)+p-(W) :“Bu1)v+(i)di., s (4.18) 
where the contour of integration is chosen so that it does not intersect he 
branch cut of /? _ . Now, writing v + in the form 
v, =P+ (E+E). 
where Y, and r2 are rational functions without poles on the real axis given 
by 
z(s1 sz + B’) 
r1(z)=(s2 -““8?(s:-p2)(s:--2)‘ 
r2(z) = (d -s ) (s2 _ p’;$ _ fi’) : 
and using the residue theorem, we obtain 
rl(o) 4 1 
v+‘“‘=B+(~)+,~oaiw-,, 
(4.19) 
with 
i. =k, I., 3 = &(k2-s:)“2= fkcos#,, 
i2,4 = f(k2-s;)1’2= fkcosq5,, 
(4.20) 
and the constants uj, j=O, . . . . 4 are such that the right-hand side of (4.19) 
is holomorphic in the upper half plane. Actually they are given by 
s, -s2 k 1 
NO =TP+(k)’ 
aj=(-l)*m, j=l,..., 4. 
Substituting these results in (4.18) and integrating we get 
t+(m)=t+(k)+2 i cri+ 
1 
-In u,(m), 
/=O B-(w) 
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with 
Hi(W) = p (i,)-b- (w) (-‘ji 
P-(4)+P (0) i ’ 
j = 1, . . . . 4, (4.22) 
and for the logarithm and squareroot functions any consistent branch is 
taken. 
Finally, as t belongs to I@ we have t + (0) + 0 as IwI + x and so 
necessarily 
t+(k)= -2 i a,. (4.23) 
/=O 
Then the desired projection is given by 
t ---!--mu, 
+ -/r 
(4.24) 
The complementary projection t is simply obtained by using (4.14): 
t- =t-t, = - $ In u2 (4.25) 
with 
s1 Ul S] 32 + /I u2= ---= ---u,, 
$2 u S2SI +B 
(4.26) 
These results complete the computation of the factors D,, D, defined by 
(4.11). Substituting them into the cited expression we find 
with 
Cl l.2 = cod-4 +ln u,.~) = ~u,,$!*(u~,~ + 1) 
sl ,.* = sinh( fln u,,*) = f t~;:!‘(ur,~ - 1). 
(4.27) 
(4.28) 
(4.29) 
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In the next theorem we see that the splittings of G, and D as in (4.5) and 
(4.10), respectively, furnish a generalized canonical factorization of G, (for 
:<a<l). 
THEOREM 4.1. For i < CI < 1 let G, be the matrix function defined by 
(3.15). Then the factorization 
G,=G,-G,+ 
with 
u, +l 
G 
$(u, -l)- 
I+ = DA+ 
D-(u, - 1) B+(u, + 1) 
is a generalized canonical factorization. 
(4.30) 
(4.31) 
1 (4.32) 
Proof We begin by noting that, using (4.6), (4.7), and (4.27), we get 
Sl(Cl2 +sl2) Bm 3 (cl2 + sl,) 
G,p 
s2(cl2 - sl2) 1 
(4.33) 
and cl, P+ 
G a+ =D,E,+ +y2"(g+)1/2 psl, [ 1 (4.34) P- sl, B+ C/l 
from which (4.31) and (4.32) follow, using (4.28) and (4.29). In order to 
garantee that G, = G, _ G, + is indeed a generalized canonical factorization 
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we have to verify conditions (1) and (2) of the definition (see the beginning 
of this section). A straightforward computation gives 
Now, noting that uti EL, and that (g’,’ - gz(‘z))E 6” c L, it follows 
that, for i<r<l, (l/fi’+)G:,! E[.F(L~)]~~~. On the other hand, the 
functions cl,, fl+‘sl, are holomorphically extendable into the upper half 
plane and cl2 + sl, are holomorphically extendable into the lower half 
plane. Then using the Paley-Wiener theorem it is easily concluded that 
which completes the verification of condition (1). It remains to prove that 
condition (2) is satisfied. In fact we shall show that the linear operator J&~ 
defined on the whole of [L212 is continuous. To this end let @ = [@, , QP?IT 
be an arbitrary element of [L212 and write 
with w = [I$, , $2]T given by 
belongs to [Lz12, by the above-cited properties of u,.~ and g + Also, using 
these properties, we can write 
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with I,, I2 EL, given by 
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I, =f (1 +u,)(g+ u,)-‘/*, 
‘*=2pp 
b- (1 -u1)(g+ Ui))“2 
Then, defining the operator B,,: L2 + Lz by 
,9,, = p ‘,+ P + b 1 I’ .a, -l<v<l, 
with 9 denoting the identity operator on [L212, the continuity of 
%z (i < c( < 1) follows directly from the continuity of B,, (see [S, 
Theorem 11.3.21 and recall the Plemelj formulas). fi 
As an immediate consequence of this theorem, we have: 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let 4 < LX < 1. Then 
(i) The Wiener-Hopf operator Fz defined by (3.11) is invertible with 
inverse defined by 
~,‘yr=B~‘G,-:P~G~~~~, WE CL+ 127 
where G;i are given by (4.36) and (4.35), respectively. 
(ii) The operator XC defined by (2.15) is invertible, with inverse given 
by 
XX,‘f=F-‘D;,!G,-: P+G,-1 P+ D;?F;f, fe [Hz~l(R+)]2, (4.38) 
where D,, _ are the matrix functions defined by (3.6) and (3.7), respectively. 
Proof: (i) This result follows directly from the definition of Yz and 
(4.2), (4.3) and (4.4). 
(ii) Using Theorem 3.1, we have 
x, = J&y: ~~-‘&d~-~ 
=~-‘Jr--‘p’+-‘l If z I- . 
Then (4.38) is readily obtained through Eq. (3.5) to (3.7). m 
Finally, we can complete our analysis for the operator XL, for all real 
values of LX, by showing tht the nullity and defect numbers of X3 are given 
by 
dim Ker XC =max{O, -n} 
n n+l 1 1 
(4.39) 
codim Im X, = max{O, n 1, c( E 2,~ , n integer, 
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so that the Fredholm index is 
This can easily be seen by constructing the (possibly non-canonical) 
generalized factorization of G, (see [l, 81). In fact, if G, admits such a 
factorization, i.e., if G, can be written as 
G, = G,- AC,, (4.40) 
with G,, satisfying conditions (1) and (2) of the canonical factors (see the 
beginning of this section) and 
A =diag [(k)2P’, (k)*“], p,, p2 integers, p, >p2. (4.41) 
It is well known that 
dim Ker Y* = c IP, / 
11, <0 
(4.42) 
codim ImY% = c pj 
II, > 0 
(4.43) 
and the Fredholm index of TX is the symmetric of the total index ,U of the 
factorization given by p = ,u~ + p2. 
So, for any real ix #n/2, n integer, let 
a=cc,+If 
1 
2’ a06 zj, 1 [ 1 (4.44) 
Then, using (3.15) we have 
Starting from the generalized canonical factorization of G,, given by (4.31) 
and (4.32) (with tl replaced by a,) we obtain the generalized factorization 
of G, as follows: 
- If n is even, take 
- If n is odd, using the splitting 
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with 
C- 
A, 
= diag 
= diag 
C, =diag B+, 
take 
G,_ =Gzo-C, G,+ = C+ Gq,+ (4.47) 
n-l 
/i, =diag[(~~i’,(~~P1]. (4.48) 
Using the same procedure as before, the reader may convince himself that 
(4.40), with the factors defined as above, represents indeed a generalized 
factorization. 
Moreover, from (4.42), (4.43) and the equivalence between the operators 
TX and -X,, established in Theorem 3.1, the nullity and defect numbers of 
Xa (4.39) are immediately obtained. 
To finish this section it is appropriate to note that as a consequence of 
the above analysis it is clear that all the spaces H,f x Hz- I are physically 
admissible spaces for the operator XT if CI is of the form (4.44) with n a 
non-negative integer. 
5. ON THE INVERTIBILITY OF AN OPERATOR RELATED TO X,,* 
In the previous sections the equivalence between the differential formula- 
tion of the diffraction problem for the half plane with different face 
impedances and its integral formulation (Theorem 2.1) was proved and the 
natural functional spaces for the problem were derived (H & x H +1,2 for 
the solutions and [HP &lR! + )I2 for the excitations). However, as was 
shown, the corresponding operator &,Z defined on these spaces yields an 
equivalent operator qIZ on [LT12 with a 2-singular presymbol Gljz (see 
(3.15) and Theorem 3.3), i.e., X,,, is not a Fredholm operator. Our 
approach was to take the nearest possible spaces (H,t x H ,‘- r with c( > {), 
where the energy condition is (still) verified and to study the operators -X, 
in order to obtain their Fredholm characterization by means of the 
generalized factorization of the presymbol of the equivalent operators Ym. 
As we have already mentioned, Meister and Speck [7] (see also [ 1 I]) 
have used a different approach consisting essentially in reducing the 
allowed excitation spaces for the problem and obtaining in this way an 
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operator related to .X’; z which they prove in [ 111 to be Fredholm with 
zero index. For the sake of completeness we show in Theorem 5.1 how to 
obtain this operator. Afterwards in Theorem 5.2 we establish the inver- 
tibility property for the operator and determine its inverse. 
To this end, let us begin by rewriting Eq. (2.12) in a more convenient 
form, by adding and subtracting them: 
~(9 ‘G’+cp+)=f (5.1) 
with 
f'= (5.2) 
(5.3) 
The left-hand side of Eq. (5.1) defines a pseudodifferential operator X\:, 
on H ,& x H +1/z into [HP, ?(Iw + )12, corresponding to X,,, and thus a 
non-Fredholm operator. However, we have the following result (see 
c7, 111): 
THEOREM 5.1. Letf’, E H &lQ+) b e such that its zero extension 1, f; to 
R belongs to H +,,* and consider the invertible convolution operators 
d: HP,/, -+ H,:z ,=,-.d, 
sd+ : L, -+ H,/, (5.4) 
d -: HP,/, -tLz d,=9 ’ ‘F, 
P, 
Then the system of pseudodiffrential equations (5.1) has a unique solution 
given by 
(5.5) 
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where I+I + = [ Ic/ ,+ , $2 1’ E [L: ] 2 is the unique solution of the system of 
Wiener-Hopf equations 
B+(c%-‘GM * tq+)=f+ (5.6) 
.for 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
Proof: Suppose that for a given f’ verifying the hypothesis a solution 
cp + = [VT , cp$ 1’ of (5.1) exists. The first of Eq. (5.1) can be written as 
w: +cp; +pdcPp: =K +*,, 
where 11/, E HI,,, and If; denotes any extension to IL! of f ‘,. But, by 
hypothesis I, f ‘, belongs to H +,,2. Then, multiplying both members of the 
above equation by the unit step function h, we get 
(5.9) 
or, by applying the invertible operator d, 
(5.10) 
where each term belongs to H,,,. Now, for 
we can write (5.10) in the equivalent form 
qSdSd+l): +xz(p: +p&d9+2dcp; =dl,f;. 
Applying 9 + to both members of the last equation, we obtain 
9+[qdd+l//: +*: +pd*:]=9+dl,f; =f: 
with 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
409/ 140/2- I 5 
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The second of the Eq. (5.1) can be written as 
(5.14) 
where !f’;, $2 E H ,;'2, and supp $Z c If3 ~~. Applying the invertible 
operator .d to both members of the above equation, we get 
~~~(p+.d~‘).d+II/:+q.d~~~: =.d-rf;+sL $2 . (5.15) 
Noting that dP $z EL; , applying 9 + we obtain finally 
~+[cd(p+d ‘)d+$: +qr;9~51/;]=Y+d~If;=f;. (5.16) 
It is immediately seen, by using the Fourier transformation, that (5.12) and 
(5.16) are the Eq. (5.6). So we have proved that each solution cp + of (5.1) 
provides a solution w + = [$:, $:]‘g CL:], of (5.6). By back substitu- 
tion it is easy to verify that any solution v + of (5.6) gives, through (5.5) 
a solution cp + of (5.1). 
In Theorem 5.2 we will see that (5.6) defines an invertible operator. So, 
this means, together with the above considerations, that for f’ satisfying the 
hypothesis of this theorem the system (5.1) is uniquely solvable, which 
terminates the proof. i 
The left-hand side of Eq. (5.6) defines the Wiener-Hopf operator of 
Meister and Speck [7], 
G: CL: 12 + CL: 12 
(5.17) 
with presymbol G, given by (5.8), which is a continuous matrix function 
in l% It can be seen that G, is non-singular and, moreover, it has been 
proved in [ 111 that &, is a Fredholm operator with zero index. Indeed, 
it is an invertible operator, as we are going to prove by deriving the 
generalized canonical factorization of G,. Let 
0 1 
G,=g,D, 1 o L 1 
with 
D,= 
[ 
1 
it 
B+x 1 
(5.18) 
(5.19) 
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where the functions g,, 1 E W are given by 
g,=l+E 4 
8’ x=p+/?. 
(5.20) 
Note that (5.18) makes clear the analogy between GM and the matrix 
function D defined by (4.8). Indeed, the middle factor D, is formally 
identical to D. So, exactly by the same procedure followed in Section 4, the 
splitting of D, as 
DM = DM, DM, (5.21) 
with DMu,, holomorphically extendable into the upper/lower half plane, 
respectively, given by Daniele’s method, can be performed (see Section 4). 
Doing this, we have 
D,,, =G, )“2 
where g + are the Wiener-Hopf factors of g E W defined by 
g=&tD,=l-~2=-~~ 
2 
SlS2 g, 
with g given by (4.13) and 
Cl ,,* = cosh( fln u~,~) =$u~,$~(u,,~ + 1) 
sl 1,2 = sinh( fln u,,~) = + ~u;;~/~(u~,~ - 1)
with u 1,2 given by 
Sl +P 
u1 =-u2 
$2 +B 
(5.22) 
(5.23) 
u2 = (5.24) 
for Aj, j= 1, . . . . 4, as in (4.20). This (function-theoretic) factorization yields 
the following factorization of G,: 
G,=GMpG,+ (5.25) 
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where. 
1 
=p+ g$ 
1,2 
(![ 
+, - 1) u, +1 
+ 
MI+1 B+(u, - 1) 
I 
with g, + denoting the Wiener-Hopf factors of g, E W (see 
Moreover. the inverse factors are 
G,’ =;g,:(g u2) ‘I2 
u2 + 1 j+ (u2 - 1) 
+ 
B+(U2-1) u2 + 1 1 
G,‘+ =;g;l(g+u,) ” 
B+(l -u,) 1 +u, 
1 fu, I. 
(5.26) 
(5.27) 
ClOl). 
(5.28) 
(5.29) 
Note that g$‘, g;; belong to W * c L, and u,,~ defined by (5.23) and 
(5.24) are such that ~2: EL, . Furthermore, we have 
U ,,z - 1 = O( Jw( “2) as 101 + +K 
so that the matrix functions G&i belong to [L,lzX2. But then the 
representation (5.25) defines a generalized canonical factorization of G,M. 
Having obtained a generalized canonical factorization of the presymbol 
G,,, the following theorem, characterizing &,, as an invertible operator and 
providing its inverse, can be stated (see [l, 81): 
THEOREM 5.2. Let &,, be the operator defined by (5.17) with presymbol 
G, given by (5.8). Then FM is an invertible operator with inverse 
5 ~- 1 
MV + =~-‘G,‘+f”G,‘p9 WC> VIE c-&+1* 
where Gil+ are as in (5.28) and (5.29). 
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Remark. It is worth noting that the matrix function G, belongs to the 
Wiener algebra [ WIZ x Z and thus the generalized canonical factorization of 
G, (5.25) is actually a canonical Wiener-Hopf factorization, i.e., G,j!,‘+ E
cw+ 12x2 and G&l E [W-l,,,. 
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